
CONTADOR SEED COUNTER 
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16541 Green Bridge Road SE  Jefferson OR 97352 EMAIL: sales@hoffmanmfg.comwww.hoffmanmfg.com 

 The Contador is a high-quality instrument that satisfies all seed counting 
requirements.  In the automatic mode the Contador selects the best 
counting speed for the size of the commodity being counted.  This guar-
antees optimum use of the counting capacity and reduces counting time 

to a minimum while maintaining accuracy.  Shortly before counting is completed 
the Contador reduces the automatically set speed to assure accuracy.  The 
Contador recognizes when the feed container is empty or missing and stops.  
Particles that are significantly smaller in size are not counted.  Seed size and 
counting speed may be set manually if desired. 

· seed sizes from 0.3 to 15 mm  

· high counting speed  

· precise count  

· easy to use  

· quiet operation  

· adjustable size and speed  

· optional packaging unit 

· RS232 interface 

 

Principle 

The feed container is held in place by an electromagnet and vibration induced during counting. The 
material to be counted reaches the outlet and falls into the receptacle through a photoelectronic 
counter. 
 

Display 

The display shows in automatic mode the preset quantity and the count so far. In manual mode it 
also shows the counting speed selected and the seed size. The keyboard is used to select various 
modes of operation, such as summation counting and differential counting. 
 

 

Contador 115/220V 50/60Hz .................................................................................. $9000.00 

Additional Hopper 1, 2 or 3 ......................................................................................... 650.00 



CONTAFILL 

Hoffman Manufacturing, Inc 

16541 Green Bridge Road SE  Jefferson OR 97352 EMAIL: sales@hoffmanmfg.comwww.hoffmanmfg.com 

The Contafill is a universal filling station for use with the CONTADOR seed 
counter.  Pour selected seed into the correct feed container and place on 
the Contador.  Position bags or bottles on the carousel and secure.  Select 
the desired quantity per container and press to start.  The contador counts 
the required number and fills the first container.   Container change is sig-

naled.  For continuous operation replace the filled container with an empty one.  
Multiple carousels may be used for optimum operation.  

 fills a variety of bags or bottles  

 select any quantity 

 checks for missing container  

 fill 1 or multiple containers 

 carousels interchangeable  

 continuous fill  

 

 

Technical Specifications 

Power Supply 24V via Contador 
Dimensions 337x262x350mm (LxHxW) 
Weight approx. 16 kg/50 lbs  
 

Contafill ................................................................................................................... $3500.00 

Additional Carousel .................................................................................................... 905.00 

Carousel Stand ........................................................................................................... 350.00 

 


